
 

YIHUA 946A II LCD touch screen glass separating machine 

 

 

Input voltage：110V/220V/230V/240V optional Product weight：4kg/pcs 

Size：  

  

Features: 

1. With PID programmable temperature control technology and the highest precision PID input 

program, temperature is both adjustable and stable while deviations are minimized. 

2. The heated aluminium is smooth and flat, ensuring a uniform surface temperature. 



3. This device has the following user-friendly design features: 

A. Celsius/Fahrenheit temperature display: 

Designed to meet the market needs of different regions, the temperature display function can be 

set to display either Celsius or Fahrenheit, depending on local practices. 

B. Temperature correction feature 

The surface area of the aluminium being relatively large, its temperature may vary slightly in 

response to large changes in ambient temperature. The temperature correction feature 

compensates for this potential discrepancy by correcting the temperature within the following 

range: -50 ℃– +50 ℃. 

4. The double-sided internal SMT manufacturing process boasts clean craftsmanship. The signal 

flow is clear, and the machine is both stable and safe, further improving its performance and 

adaptability to various harsh environments. 

  

Specifications 

  

1. CPU temperature control 

2. Mobile phone integration screen split 

  

To separate the mobile phone, suitable TEMP is under 100 ℃ 
in winter, suitable TEMP is 90℃ 
in summer, and suitable TEMP is 70-80℃ 

Model 946A-II 

Name Touch screen separator 

Display LED display 

Heating material Aluminium 

Heating size L200*W100mm 

Net weight 3.21 kg 

Tem range 50~250ºC 

Power 500W 

Size L300*W160*H90mm 

Working  condition 0~40ºC 

 

  

Packaging & Shipping 

 
SHIPPING 

You could arrange to ship the goods by your self, or ask we help you arrange to ship. If we help y

ou arrange 

To ship. Before quote the shipping freight, we need to know which model and quantity you are as

king. We will  

According your detail address, order model and quantity to advise you ship by sea or, by air, 

or by Express.  

  

Delivery date 

  

Over 100~over 500pcs are 20days will ship out. Over 1000pcs are 30days. 

If the material not enough or we have some customer queue up our products before you, 



We will discuss with you the shipping date. If you want the delivery date faster than that day, 

please inquiry us, 

We will try to do it as your request.  

  

*Warranty policy 

  

One Years warranty 

As usual, the shipping fee are high. If return China to repair are not worth the money. So we 

could support technology and give you the spare parts along with the product. 

Note warranty does not cover wearing parts, for example iron heater, gun heater, and iron tips. 

  

*Products discount 

  

As usual we quote three price for each model sample price, over 60pcs price, over 500pcs price. 

Those price are calculate our produce cost, as you know big order are less margin to sell. We 

hope take win-win business with both. 

  

*Warm-heart note 

  

1. If products upgrade or quality improve to change the technique parameter, the factory will not 

further notice. 

2. If the customer haven't special request, the product in accordance with factory's setting quality 

standards to produce. 

  

 
 


